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SUMJARY 

Pressure-distribution tests.of an N.A.C.A. 0009 air- 
s foil with a 50-percent-chord plain flap and three plain -- 

tabs, having chords 10, 20, and 30 percent of the flap 
chord, were made in the N.A.C.A. #- by 6-foot vertical 
tunnel. The tests supplied aerodynamfc section data that 
may be applied to the design of horizontal and vertical 
tail surfaces. . 

The results are presented as resultant-pressure dia- 
grams for the airfofl with the flap and the 20-percent=- - -- 
chord tab. Plots are also given of increments of nbr-mZl- -- 
force and hinge-moment coefficients for the airfoil, the 
flap, and the three tabs. The experimental results and 
values computed by analytical methods are in good agree- _. Y 

ment for small flap and tab deflectfons. The results of 
the tests indicated that the effectiveness of all three 
tab sizes in reducing flap hinge moments decreased wi;th 
increasing flap deflection. - .- 

_- 
l INTRODUCTION --- ,. . 

The recent increases in speed and. size of airplanes 
have produced excessive control fo,rces. - -- At the preraent 
time, one of the most effective devices for r8dUCing these 
high control forces is the traglinq-edge tab. (Sea refer- -z 
ences 1 and 2.) Previous investigations have indicated -* 
the effects of such factors as plan form, cut-cuts, 8nd . I 
plates, elevator nose shape, gap, and balance on the aero- I -. _ 
dynamic characteristics of some tail surfaces of.finite 
span (references 3 and 4). PO available data applicable 
to tail-surface design, however, give the section aerody- _ -A 

(" - _ - .-. - 
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namic characteristics of a thin airfoil as affected by 
flaps and tabs. The present investigation was therefore 
undertaken to supply information that would be applicable 
for use in aerodynamic and stmFnctura1 design of tail sur- 
faces w?th tabs. 

The tests consisted of pressure-distribution measure- 
ments over one section of an N.A.C.A. 0009 airfoil with a 
50-percent-chord plaih flap and with plain tabs 10, 20, 
and 30 percent of the flap chord. From the data obtained, 
normal-force and pitching-moment coefficients were calcu- 
lated for the airfoil section complete with the flap and 
the various tabs. In addition, normal-force and hfnge- 
moment coefficfents were calculated for the flap nith the 
different tabs and for the tabs alone. 

APPARATUS AND TESTS 

Mod-e1 and Test Installation 

The tests were conducted in the N.A.C.A. 4- by 6- 
f%ut vertical wind tunnel. This tunnel, originally a 5- 
foot open-jet vertical wind tunnel (reference 51, has 
recently been modifie& by tho substitution of a 4-by 6- 
foot closed test chamber and a new entrance cone. A dia- 
gram of the test chamb.er and the model is shown in fig- 
ure 1. 

The 3- by 4-foot model was made of laminated mahog- 
any to the N.A.G.A. 0009 profile. The model was con- 
structed with a plain flap having a chord 50 percent of 
the wing chord (0.50~) and three serially hinged plain. 
tabs, having chords of 10, 20, and 30 percent of the flap - 
chord, as shown in figure 2. During the tests, all flap 
and tab gaps were sealed with plasticine and celiulaso 

tape to prevent air leakage. 

A single row of pressure orifices was built into the 
upper and the lower surfaces of the main airfoil, the flap, 
and the tabs at the midspan. The orifices were Located 
on the model as shown in figure 3. 1 

Th-e model, mhen mounted in the tunnel, completely 
spanned the test section. Bith this type of installation, 
approximate two-dimensional flow is obtained and the set- 

tion characteristics of the airfoil can be determfned. 

l 
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The model tras attached to the balance frame by torque 
tubes, which extended through the iides of the tunnel. 
The angle of attack mas set from outside the tunnel by 
rotating the torque tubes with an electric drive. 

. 

The tubes from the preseure orifices w8re brought out 
of the model at one end through the torque tube and the 
tunnel wall and were connected to a photogra~callyre- 
cording multiple-tubs manometer. 

Tests 

'The tech ware corducfed at an effective Reynolds 
Number of 3,410,030. (Effectfvs ~yn~L3.s Number 3. test 
ReynoLbs EUmber'x turbulence factor. The.turbUlehca fa2- 
tor of the 4- by &foot vertiroal tunnel is 1.93.) The 

- 

-. 

average dynamic pressure was 10.8 pounds per squ=e fook,. 
1 . corresponding to an air spse.6 of about.65 miles IeT hour 

1 . at standarh sea-LmL conditions. 

The tests mare run at angles of attack from -.l4&o to 
lQ+o at intervals of 5'. The node1 was tested with the 
3.50~ flap set at angles of O", 5', loo, .2Oo, 30°, and 
45' down for each of tho three tab s$he.s. !I?ss~~s ma-8 made 
throug.hout the erttrc angle-of-attack rang% for-each flap- 
deflection with tab deflections of O", &LOO, *ZGo, and 
&zoo. 

, 

The results of the distribution of p14e3stzres are 
e$vep in the form of rcs~.tant-pressure-increment ^diaGrams. 
which represent changes in resyltant-pressure distti-ibutton 
caused by a cbangs in angle of any one part'or any combi- .---- -rL 
nation of the component parts of the airfoil, All diagrams .- -.- _._ of resuLtant pressure or re&LiGnt--Pressare increment of 
the airfoil, flap, an* tab combination are plotted as pre.S- - ye - 
sure c?eff.icierts., P, or- as AP, _-_where ;- - 

L 
- 

i 
p*p-Po 

9 
.- -- 

.I 
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P is static pressure at a point on the aFrfoi1, 
c 

PO ’ static pressure in the free air stream. 

99 dynamic pressure of the free sir stream. 

In order to enable the designer to obtain the origi- 
nal resultant-pressure diagram for any condition, resultant- 
pressure diagrams are qiven for the basic section (i.e., 
flap and tab neutral, fig. 4) which, when added to the fn- 
crement diagrams (figs, 5 to 10) oive the desired result. 

Because the large quantity of data prohibited the fn- 
elusion of the resultant-pressure-increment diagrams for 
all tab sizes, only the diagrams for the 0.2Ocf tab, which 
was consfdered to be an averase size, are presented. Val- 
ues of angle of attack were also selected to re resent 
the negative angle-of-attack condition, a = -9 '; P the 
LOW angle-of-attack condition, cz = 1/2O; and the PO 8 itive 
angle-of-attack condition, cx = 5*". The value of 59 may 
seem rather low; but, with such a large-chord flap, the 
stall occurs at low angles of attack. 

The section characteristics of the airfoil, the flap, 
and the tab, as functions of flap and tab deflection, are 
also plotted as increments, which were obtained by deduct- 
ing the basic section coefficients from those for the sec- 
tion with the tab, the flap, or the combination deflected. 
The characteristics were obtained in each case by mechan- 
ical integration of the original plotted pressure diacrams. 

Computations were made to determine the section coeffi- 
cients, which are defined as follows: 

c 

I 

cn 
n = yy , airfoil section normal-force coefficient. 

m 
'rn = --, 

9 c= 
-airfoil section pitching-moment coefft- 

cient about quarter-chord point of 
airfofl. 

nf 
Cnf = ---I flap section normal-force coefficient. c 

4. c-f 

ch hf 
f 

= --:, flap section hfnse-moment coefficient. 
q Cf 

* 
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Cnt nt = ----* tab section normal-force coefficient. 
q ct 

Cht 
= --- tab section hinpe-moment coefficient, 

9 ct= 

where the 

n, 

m, 

nf' 

hf' 

nt ' 

ht ' 

and Cl 

Cf* 

Ct 1 

forces and moments per unit saan are: 

normal force of airfoil section. , 

pitching moment of airfoil section about the . 
quarter-chord point. I 

normal force of flap section. 

hinge moment of flap section. - 

normal force of tab section. : 

hinge moment of tab section. 

chord of basic airfoil with flap and tab neutral. 

flap chord. 

tab chord. 

The subscript f refers to the flap with the tab; 
and the subscript t, to the tab alone. 

In figure 11, the integrated coefficients for the 
basic airfoil are plotted against angle of attack. Curves 
Sfving the increments for various tab and flap deflections 
are presented fn figures 12 to 20. 

. 

The effect of tab size and deflection on flap section 
hinqe-moment coefficient is shown in figure 21. A compar- _.. .- 

ison of theoretical and experimental airfoil section normal- _ - force and pitching-moment coefficients is given in ff-Sure 
22. 

Precision 

. Since no air-flow-alinement tests were made in the 
tunnel for the test set-up used in--the investigation, the 
absolute angle of attack may be slicghtly-in error. In the 
final data, however, all angles of attack were corrected 
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for a misalinement of l/2*, which appeared to be present 
in the air flow. The relative angles of attack are accu- 
rate ttrwithin fO.lO. Tabs and flaps mere set_ tv th-e spec- 
ified angles to--within *l.O". Errors in orifice pressures 
were within f2 percent except-at the nose and the bingo lo- 
cations on the upper surfqce, where the variation may be 
about +5 percent a t high angles of attack. The dynamic- 
pressure readings were accurate to within *l.O- percent. 

Inasmuch as two-dimensional flow was approximated, 
the integrated results may be taken as section character- 
istics. Corrections for tunnel-wall effects (re.ference 8) 
were made only to the airfoil section normal-force coeffi- 
cients Cn. The value of den/da for the airfoil with 
flap and tab neutral Agrees well with values &m in ref- 
erence 9, but the manner in which the variation of tab and 
flap angles affects t&3 accuracy of the tunnel correction 
is not definitely known. 

DISCUSSION 

Pressure Distribution 

The effects of the 0.20~~ tab and the 0.50~ flap de- 
flections on the distribution of resultant-pressure in- 
crements or load increments over the main airfoil---are 
shown in figures 4 to 10. These diagrams are useful for 
application to the'structural design of horizontal and 
vertical tail surfaces having sealed plain flaps with tabs. 
The diagrams also serve to illustrate some important ef- 
fects of...the action of flaps on the distribution of load 
increments over the chord of.the'a-i.rfoil. 

Fiqura 5 indicates t-hat, mhen the tab is deflected, 
the peak values of the load increments on the tab occur at 
the tab hinge axis. Deflection of the tab also increases 
the load on the main airfoil. Similarly, figures 6 to Lo 
show that, when the flap is deflected, the peak values of 
the pressure increments on the flap occur at the flap 
hinge axis. Flap deflections, as in the case of the de- 
flected tab alone, also result iti increased loads over the 
main airfoil. 

5: 

c 

. 

. 

. 

TBhen the tab and the flap are.si.multaneously deflecti 
ed in the same direction, the peak values of the load in' 
crements occur at both hinge axes and the resultant pres- 

. 
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sures act in the same dlrection. If the tab and the flap 
are deflected at the same time in opposite .d$rections, then 
peak values of the pressure increments occur at both hinge 
axes but the resultant pressures act in opposfte direcXions. 
(See figs. 6 to 10.) 

Several methods have been derived for determining the 
load distribution over airfoil sections, tabs, and. flaps. 
As a check Rith the method described in reference 6 for use 
on plain airfoils, computations were made and the results 
are plotted with the present experimental results in figure . 
4. From this comparison, it may be noted that the computed 
results are almost:identical with those obtained from.the 
experiments where the plain airfoil was used. The Great- 
est deviation fn. the tso methods is about 0.2q, which oc- 
curs at the nose point of the afrfoll. 

Calculations of the chordmise load distribution over 
the airfoil, the flap, and the tab were made by the method 
described in reference 7, which is an extension of that jt.p 
reference 6. These computed results are compared mith the 
present experimental results in figures 5, 7, 8,‘and 9. 

i 
In figure 5, the comparison betmeen c-omputed .and t-e-st -_--. 

results was made for the flaD neutral and the tab-detect- 
ed 300. A maximum variation of about 3.3q occurred no-G? -z 
the leadins edge of the airfoil at an angle of attack of 
5&O. The other variations were at the hine;e axis and did 
not exceed 0;2q. 

o" * 
For the flap deflected 13' and the ta;6 deflected -30°, 

and 30' (fig. 7), the maximum varfation of the cornput- 
ed from the experimental results is Q.4q at the airfoil .- 
nose. The greatest variation at the hinges fsabout 0.2q. 
An excellent correlation was obtained between the .computed. 
and the experimental results for 30' and 0' tab. deflections. 
The comparisons made in figures 8 and 9 generally check to 
within O.lq. . . 

4.. -- 
The comparison shown in figure 8 of computed and ex- 

perimental load distributions for an angle of attack d-f 
1/2O 
o", 

with the flap deflected 2Qo and.the tab deflected 30°, 
and -30' fndicates a good asre'ement for values ahea-d . 

of the hinge of the flap. Behind 'the-hinge axis, the- c"om- 
puted values are about (3.3q lower than the test -re-sulfs.. 
In figure 9, the computed and the experLUmental results are 
compared for the flap deflected 30° a'nd the tab deflected 
30°, O”, an& -3OO. Here the calculated method does not --’ 
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check so well for-high as for low flap deflections. 
. 

From the foregoing--comparisons, it appears that the 
methods from references 6 tid 7 of determining the load 
distribution over an airfoil at low flap angles should 
prove a satisfactory substitute for the experimental moth- 
od. * The discrepancies that occurred may be largely attrib- 
uted to the effects of the nose radii of the flap and tho 
tabs. 

Section Aerodynamio Characteristics 

'Airfoil chnractoristics.-' -- The basic airfoil eection 
gave, as expected, linear variation of c, against angle 
of attack in the unstalled range. (See fig. 11.) Ph-o 
slope of the normal-force .curve, ddda, was founh to be 
0.095) which agrees with the value given fn reference 9, 
indicat$ng that the tunnel. correction was sajjisfactory %or 
this condition. With a C.3?sf tab, CL = -94 , 6f = 45 , 
and 6t = 30' (fig. 18(b)), th c maximum value for the in- 
crement of airfoil section normal-force coefficient, AC, I 
was 2.32. It is interesting to note that, other conditions 
remaining the same, deflecting the tab to -30° reduced the 
value of AC, to 1.34, or about 40 percent. F_or. t-he throe 
sizes of tab tested, a deflection of a tab tended to shift 
the curve of increment of airfoil section normal-force CO- 
efficient against flap deflection parallel to itself, in- 
dicating that tab deflection had little effect on the var- 
iation'of the increment. 

For the basic airfoil section, the airfoil section 
pitching-moment coefficient, cm, was approximately z0ro 
fur the range of angles of attack from -9&O to 103'. (See 
fig. 1.1.) The value of AC, varied almost linearly with 
flap deflection at a given. angle of attack. Although a 
change in tab deflection gave a corresponding change 2,~ 
AC,, the tab effectiveness decreased as the tab deflec- 
tion was positively or negatfvely increased. 

Flap and t-ab characteristics.? .The increments .of f-Lap 
section normal--force and hinge-mo.ment coefficients varied 
nearly linearly with flap d.eflection _mlthin the unst_alled 
range of -the flag. As would be expe.c&ad, the flap stalled 
at successively lower flas deflections as the angle of at- 
tack was increased. Deflection of thx tab, in general, 
shifted the curves of Acnf and Achf (fig. 13) parallel 
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to themselves. The magnitude of the shift, however, was 
not proportional to the tab deflections. 

Increments of tab section normal-force and hinge- 
moment coefficients tended to vary linearly with tab de- 
flection until the tab stalled. Changes in flap angle had 
little effect on aL;cnt/det and d&ht/d6t (fig. 14). 
At given values of a, and Qt. .an increase in flax, de- ~ .. _ 
flection caused increases in Acnt and ACht. As the 
flap deflection was increased, the magqftude of these dor- 
responding increases in Bent and hcht generally became 

larger. (See fig. 14(b).) . 

As the c, of the wing section was dncreased 3y in- 
creasing the flap deflection, the effectiveness of tabs of __ = ,_ 
all sizes in reducing the fla_a hinc;e momont became les8, 
as shown in figure 21. Increase -in tab chdriTa% the same 

- I. 

cn and 6t definitely decreased the flap hinge moments: 
the decrease in =hf was not proportional to bet decreased * 

-e 
with increase in tab chord. 

Comparisons with Theory 

In figure 22 is given a comparison of curves theoret- 
ically calculated, as outlfned in reference 1, with some 
representative curves from the present invest&gation. 
Agreement in dcn/def and dcm/dsf was qood fo‘r zero-tab 
deflection and up to flap deflections of loo, after which 
there was a marked decrease in the experimental slope. 
The effect of tab deflection on c, and cm was about 50 
percent of that indicated by theory for 30° tab deflection. 
Although the values themselves were in-poor agreement width 
the theory, it should be pointed out that b.oth don/d+ 
and dc,/dbf were in good agreement up to flap deflections 
of about loo for the various tab deflections. 

Comparison with the data presented in reference 4 in- 
dicates that the rate of change of the normal-force ana 
the flap hinge-moment coefficients with flap deflection 
are somewhat higher for the present tests than for those 
reported in reference 4. This condition may be larkely at- -- --. 5 
tributed to air leakage at the elevator-hinge gap. When 
the data of this report are applied. to tail surfaces of ?: 
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finite spans and with unsoaled clgvator-hinge gaps, con- 
sidoration must theraforo be qiven to these effects 

CONGLUDIBG REMARXS . -. 

AerodynamEc section data are made availablefor an 
N.A.C.A. 0009 airfoil with a 50-percent-chord plain flap 
and three plain tabs havkng chords 1.0, 20, and 30 percent 
of the flap chcrd. The results obtain-ed from the test 
data show good agreement at low flag and tab deflections 
with the analytical method for determining chordwise dT'%-- 
tribution. The tests also indicated that the effectfve- 
ness of all three tab sizes in reducing flap hinge moments 
decreased with increasing flap deflectiqns. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., S8ptOmb8r 1, 1939. 
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Figure l.- Yodel mount8d in 4-by g-foot verticaL tunnel. 
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Figure 2.- The N.A.C.A. 0009 pressure-distribution model with 0.50~ 
plain flap and O.lOof, 0%. and 0.3Ocf @be. 

Figure 3.- Chordwise locations of pressure orifices on the N.A.C.A. 
0009 airfoil in percent ohord. 
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Figure 4.- Distribution of resultant pseeeure ovoz 
the B.A.O.A. OQOQ airfoil at vrriou8 aaglea 

of attack. Flap and tab neutral. 
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Figure 5.- 'IncreFents of resultant Figure 6.- Increments of resulf;_ant 
pressures for various pressures for varipus 

angles qf attack wd various angles of attac&.and.various 
deflections of a O.ZOcf tab on a deflections of a 0.2Ocf tab on a 
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0.50~ plain flap deflected 0°.8t,309 0.50~ plain flap deflected 50. 
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Figure 7.- Increments of resultant 
pressures for various 

angles ,Df attack and VariOUS 
deflections of a O.ZOcf tab on a 

'0.50~ plain flap deflected loo. 
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Figure 8.- Increments of re+tant 
pressures for various 

angles of attack and various 
deflections of a O.ZOcf tab on a 
0.50~ plain flap deflected 200. 
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Figure 9.- Inorements of resultant 
pressures for various 

angles of attack and varioue 
deflections of a 0.2Ocf tab on a 
0.50~ plain flap deflected 300. 
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J?igure lO.- Increments of resultant 
pressures for various 

angles of attack end various 
deflections of a 0.2Ocf tab on a 
0.50~ plain flap deflected 450. 
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Figure 1 l.- Section charaotaristica pf basic N.A.C.A. 0009 airfoil with 0.50~ plain flap and tabs neutral. E 
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Figure 12,a to f.- Inor~ents of airfoil aaotion normal-for08 and pitching-moment coefficient8 for 
various deflection8 of a 0.500 plain flap and a 0.1Oof tab. 
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Figure l6, a to f.- Increments of airfoil se&ion normal-force and pitohing-mommt coefficient8 for 
. . 

various deflections of a 0.50~ plain flap and a O.ZOOf tab. 
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Figure 21.- Variation of flap section 
hinge-moment coefficient with 
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